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ABSTRACT
Collaborative filtering (CF) is the most successful recommendation method, but its widespread use has exposed some limitations, such as sparsity, scalability, and black box. Many researchers have focused on sparsity and scalability problem but a little has tried to solve the black box problem. Most CF recommender systems are black boxes, providing no transparency into the working of the recommendation. This research suggests an improved CF recommender system with explanation facilities to overcome the black box problem. Explanation facilities make it possible to expose the reasoning and data behind a recommendation. Therefore, explanations provide us with a mechanism for handling errors that come with a recommendation. Furthermore, it is proposed to use web usage mining and product taxonomy to enhance the recommendation quality for e-commerce environment. For such purposes, it is developed a recommender system named WebCF-Exp, Web usage mining driven Collaborative Filtering with Explanation facilities. To test the performance of WebCF-Exp, EBIB research internet shopping mall and explanation interfaces are developed. Experiments are conducted with the data provided by EBIB Research Internet shopping mall.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The continuous growth of the Internet and e-commerce has allowed companies to provide customers with more choices on products. Increasing choice has also caused product overload where the customer is no longer able to effectively choose the products he/she is exposed to. A promising technology to overcome the product overload problem is recommender systems that help customers find the products they would like to purchase. To date, a variety of recommendation techniques have been developed. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is the most successful recommendation technique, which has been used in a number of different applications such as recommending movies, articles, products, Web pages, etc. [1,2,3,7,10,11]. However, its widespread use has exposed some limitations, such as sparsity, scalability, and black box. Many researchers have focused on sparsity and scalability problem but a little has tried to solve the black box problem. According to Herlocker et al.[6], most CF recommender systems are black boxes, providing no transparency into the working of the recommendation.

This research suggests an improved CF recommender system with explanation facilities to overcome the black box problem. Explanation facilities make it possible to expose the reasoning and data behind a recommendation. Therefore, explanations provide us with a mechanism for handling errors that come with a recommendation. Furthermore, it is proposed to use web usage mining and product taxonomy to enhance the recommendation quality for e-commerce environment. Web usage mining populates the rating database by tracking customers’ shopping behaviors in the Web, thereby leading to better quality recommendations. The product taxonomy is used to improve the performance of searching for nearest neighbors through dimensionality reduction of the rating database. For such purposes, it is developed a recommender system named WebCF-Exp(Web usage mining driven Collaborative Filtering with Explanation facilities). To test the performance of WebCF-Exp, EBIB (e-Business & Intelligence Business) research internet shopping mall and explanation interfaces are developed. Experiments are conducted with the data provided by EBIB Research Internet shopping mall.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the past researches related to recommender systems and explanation. Section 3 and section 4 provide our research framework and system architecture. Section 5 describes experimental evaluation and section 6 finally provides some conclusions and future works.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 CF-based Recommender Systems
CF-based recommender systems recommend products to a target customer according to the following steps [11]: (1) A customer provides the system with preference ratings of products that may be used to build a customer profile of his or her likes and dislikes. (2) Then, these systems apply statistical techniques or machine learning techniques to find a set of customers, known as neighbors, which in the past have exhibited similar behavior (i.e. they either rated similarly or purchased similar set of products). Usually, a neighborhood is formed by the degree of similarity
between the customers. (3) Once a neighborhood of similar customers is formed, these systems predict whether the target customer will like a particular product by calculating a weighted composite of the neighbor’s ratings of that product (prediction problem), or generate a set of products that the target customer is most likely to purchase by analyzing the products the neighbors purchased (top-N recommendation problem).

These systems, also known as the nearest neighbor CF-based recommender systems [2,10,11] have been widely used in practice. However, its widespread use has exposed some limitations, such as sparsity, scalability, and black box.

2.2 Web Usage Mining

Web usage mining is the process of applying data mining techniques to the discovery of behavior patterns based on Web log data for various applications. The overall process of Web usage mining is generally divided into two main tasks: data preprocessing and pattern discovery. Mining behavior patterns from Web log data needs the data preprocessing tasks that include data cleansing, user identification, session identification, and path completion. Mobasher et al.[9] presented a detailed description of data preprocessing methods for mining Web browsing patterns. The pattern discovery tasks involve the discovery of association rules, sequential patterns, usage clusters, page clusters, user classifications or any other pattern discovery method. Lee et al.[8] provided a detailed case study of clickstream analysis from an online retail store. To measure the effectiveness of efforts in merchandising, they analyzed the shopping behavior of customers according to the following four shopping steps: product impression, click-through, basket placement, and purchase. It has been recognized that Web usage mining gave better recommendation quality in the CF recommendation procedures [1,3].

2.3 Product Taxonomy

Product taxonomy is practically represented as a tree that classifies a set of products at a low level into a more general product at a higher level. The leaves of the tree denote the product instances, SKUs (Stock Keeping Units) in retail jargon, and non-leaf nodes denote product classes obtained by combining several nodes at a lower level into one parent node. The root node labeled by All denotes the most general product class. For example, Figure 1 shows product taxonomy for an internet shopping mall, where “SKU00”, “SKU09” and “SKU10” are classified into “Outwears”, and etc. A number called level can be assigned to each node in the product taxonomy. The level of the root node is zero, and the level of any other node is one plus the level of its parent. Note that a product class at a higher level has a smaller level number. The product taxonomy of Figure 1 has four levels, referred to as level 0 (for root), 1, 2, and 3. Recently, the usage of product taxonomy in data mining has been emphasized by many researchers [3,5,7] since it reflects domain specific knowledge and may affect the results of the analysis.

![Figure 1. Example of product taxonomy](image)

2.4 Explanation

Most CF recommender systems are black boxes, providing no transparency into the working of the recommendation. Therefore, a user is given no indicators to consult to determine when to trust a recommendation and when to doubt one. The problem has prevented acceptance of CF-based recommender systems in all but the low-risk content domains. Explanation facilities make it possible to expose the reasoning and data behind a recommendation. Therefore, explanations provide us with a mechanism for handling errors that come with a recommendation. Building an explanation facility into a recommender system can benefit the user in many ways. It removes the black box from around the recommender system, and provides transparency [4,6]. According to Herlocker et al.[6], some of the benefits provided by the explanation facilities are:

- Justification: User understanding of the reasoning behind a recommendation, so that he/she may decide how much confidence to place in that recommendation.
- User Involvement: User involvement in the recommendation process, allowing the user to add his knowledge and inference skills to the complete decision process.
- Education: Education of the user as to the processes used in generating a recommendation, so that he/she may better understand the strengths and limitations of the recommendation capability of the system.
- Acceptance: Greater acceptance of the recommender system as a decision aide, since its limits and strengths are fully visible and its suggestions are justified.

3. METHODOLOGY

WebCF-Exp is a CF-based recommender methodology based on Web usage mining, product taxonomy, and explanation facilities to improve the recommendation quality and system performance of current CF-based recommender systems. The overall procedure of WebCF-Exp consists of two main methods as shown in Figure 2: recommendation method and explanation...
method. The input data consist of Web server log files, product database and purchase database. The endmost output is the personalized product recommendation list with explanation facilities.

Figure 2. Overall procedure of WebCF-Exp

The recommendation method is divided into four phases: grain specification, customer profile creation, neighborhood formation, and recommendation generation. In the grain specification phase, all products in the database are hierarchically grouped based on the level of aggregation (called grain) specified from the marketing manager. Such a product grouping enables the following phases to handle products in the reduced dimensional space. Target customer’s preference across products are analyzed and used to make customer profile in the customer profile creation phase. Tracking individual customer’s previous shopping behavior in an e-commerce site is used to make preference analysis. The neighborhood formation phase is to form a similarity-based neighborhood between a target customer and a number of like-minded customers. Finally, the recommendation generation phase produces the top-N recommendations based on the shopping behavior of neighbors.

The explanation method consists of white box model and black box model. In white box model, we focus on techniques to justify that the recommendation is indeed performing each of the above phases to the satisfaction of the user and his/her current context. Let us examine each of the steps in more detail, focusing on two components that we need to explain: the process and the data. Often, there is not the opportunity or possibly the desire to convey the white box model. In such cases, the black box model is used to produce recommendations. In black box model, we focus on ways to justify recommendation that are independent of the mechanics.

4. WebCF-EXP RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

For the implementation of the proposed recommender methodology, a recommender system is developed using agent and data warehousing technologies. WebCF-Exp recommender system consists of four agents as shown in Figure 3: Web log analysis agent, Data transformation agent, Recommendation agent, and Explanation agent. Web log analysis agent manages Web log database through periodic collecting, parsing and analyzing Web server log files such as access logs, referrer logs, agent logs and cookie files. Thus, the users can easily access and analyze it like other operation databases. Data transformation agent creates and manages the data mart that provides data indispensable to accomplish recommendation tasks. Recommendation agent makes a personalized recommendation list for each target customer. Explanation agent provides interfaces which expose the reasoning and data behind a recommendation.

Figure 3. The architecture of WebCF-Exp recommender system

We developed twenty different explanation interfaces to test the recommendation quality. Figure 4 shows one of twenty explanation interfaces.

Figure 4. An example of explanation interface

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the our suggested recommender
system, we built the prototype of WebCF-Exp recommender system, EBIB Research online shopping mall and explanation interface. We also performed a survey to find the most suitable explanation interface for our recommender system and evaluate the effectiveness of explanation.

5.1 Experimental Design

We conducted the experiment from October 2, 2003 to November 26, 2003, and analyzed the user data between November 18 and November 26, then evaluated the performances of the recommender system. We also surveyed the customers who received our recommendation and say the explanation interface at the same time. In order to make WebCF-Exp recommender system more understandable, we would explain the process of purchase and recommendation. Programs to perform all our experiments were implemented using Visual Basic 6.0. MS-Access was used to store and process all data necessary for our experiments. EBIB Research online shopping mall was made by MS-SQL Server 2000, WindowsNT2000 Web Server IIS5.0, and ASP(Active Server Page).

Study participants were presented with the following hypothetical situation:
You enter the site of EBIB Research online shopping mall and sign up. You have to submit such data as ID, name, e-mail, birthday, gender and address. When you finish, you will receive 1,000 dollars and can purchase what he want to have. After you log in the site, the server will collect all log data about you. Through the web log agent, the WebCF-Exp recommender system preprocesses web log files and maps click, basket and purchase with “goods_view.asp”, “cart_list.asp” and “cart_pay.asp” to extract data related customers’ shopping behavior.

Each user was then provided with a different explanation interface, and asked to rate on a scale of 1-5 how likely they would purchase the recommended goods. A successful explanation interface can make a customer more preferable to purchase the recommended goods, and feel the explanation useful and exciting. Therefore we should make it communicate and understand easily and help with the customer’s decision making if building an explanation facility into a recommender system. In our research we performed a survey to find the most suitable explanation interface for our recommender system and evaluate the effectiveness of explanation. There are two key research questions that we are interested in answering about the use of explanations with WebCF-Exp recommender system.

The goods was explained by the explanation interfaces that we randomly choose from the 20 interfaces, and the question was rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from "very difficult" to "very easy."
The second question is about the usefulness of the explanation interface.

Q2: Can the explanation interface increase the acceptance of recommended goods?
The question was rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from "not at all" to "very much."

5.2 Experimental Results

(1)Quality comparison of WebCF-Exp and benchmark CF

To compare the quality comparison of WebCF-Exp with that of the benchmark CF algorithm, we performed an experiment to measure precision and recall. Precision and recall have been widely used in recommender system research [2,3,11]. Table 1 shows the precision and recall provided by two algorithms. Looking into the results shown in Table 1, we can see that WebCF-Exp is about 159% and 116% better than benchmark CF, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanation Interfaces</th>
<th>WebCF-Exp</th>
<th>Benchmark CF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2)The result of survey on explanation facilities

The first question is about the understandability and suitability. Table 2 shows mean response and standard deviation of users to explanation interfaces. Looking into the results shown in Table 2, explanation with simple graph and description is better than other explanation types.

The second question is about the usefulness of the explanation interface: Can the explanation interface increase the acceptance of recommended goods? Looking into the results shown in Table 3, the higher customer understands explanation interface, the more helpful customer purchase a product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanation Interfaces</th>
<th>Mean Response</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Neighbor ratings (5 stars)</td>
<td>3.806</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Discounted item (description)</td>
<td>3.609</td>
<td>1.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 The ratio of purchase (graph)</td>
<td>3.536</td>
<td>1.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 The ratio of basket (graph)</td>
<td>3.472</td>
<td>1.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 The 64% of recommended customers purchased this item</td>
<td>3.443</td>
<td>1.127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Collaborative filtering (CF) is the most successful recommendation method, but its widespread use has exposed some limitations, such as sparsity, scalability, and black box. Many researchers have focused on sparsity and scalability problem but a little has tried to solve the black box problem. Most CF recommender systems are black boxes, providing no transparency into the working of the recommendation. This research suggests an improved CF recommender system with explanation facilities to overcome the black box problem. Explanation facilities make it possible to expose the reasoning and data behind a recommendation. Therefore, explanations provide us with a mechanism for handling errors that come with a recommendation. Furthermore, it is proposed to use web usage mining and product taxonomy to enhance the recommendation quality for e-commerce environment. For such purposes, it is developed a recommender system named WebCF-Exp(Web usage mining driven Collaborative Filtering with Explanation facilities). To test the performance of WebCF-Exp, EBIB (e-Business & Intelligence Business) research internet shopping mall and explanation interfaces are developed. Experiments are conducted with the data provided by EBIB Research Internet shopping mall. Our experiment result shows that WebCF-Exp recommendation system shows better performance than existing CF recommendation systems. And explanation with simple graph and description, showing the evaluation of similar customers, is better than other explanation types. Furthermore, the higher customer understands explanation interface, the more helpful customer purchase a product. Based on these results, an explanation facility added recommendation system is expected to be a useful tool in internet shopping malls.

### 6. CONCLUSION

Collaborative filtering (CF) is the most successful recommendation method, but its widespread use has exposed some limitations, such as sparsity, scalability, and black box. Many researchers have focused on sparsity and scalability problem but a little has tried to solve the black box problem. Most CF recommender systems are black boxes, providing no transparency into the working of the recommendation. This research suggests an improved CF recommender system with explanation facilities to overcome the black box problem. Explanation facilities make it possible to expose the reasoning and data behind a recommendation. Therefore, explanations provide us with a mechanism for handling errors that come with a recommendation. Furthermore, it is proposed to use web usage mining and product taxonomy to enhance the recommendation quality for e-commerce environment. For such purposes, it is developed a recommender system named WebCF-Exp(Web usage mining driven Collaborative Filtering with Explanation facilities). To test the performance of WebCF-Exp, EBIB (e-Business & Intelligence Business) research internet shopping mall and explanation interfaces are developed. Experiments are conducted with the data provided by EBIB Research Internet shopping mall. Our experiment result shows that WebCF-Exp recommendation system shows better performance than existing CF recommendation systems. And explanation with simple graph and description, showing the evaluation of similar customers, is better than other explanation types. Furthermore, the higher customer understands explanation interface, the more helpful customer purchase a product. Based on these results, an explanation facility added recommendation system is expected to be a useful tool in internet shopping malls.
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